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Abstract 

Some moral realists claim that moral facts a re  a species of natural  
fact, amenable  to  scientific investigation. They argue  that these 
moral facts a r e  needed i n  t h e  best explanations of cer ta in  phe- 
nomena and tha t  this is  evidence that they a re  real. In  this paper I 
present par t  of a biological account of the  function of morality. The 
account allows t h e  identification of a plausible na tura l  kind t h a t  
could play t h e  explanatory role that a moral kind would play i n  
natural is t  realist theories. It is  therefore a candidate for being the 
moral kind. I argue, however, that  it  will underdetermine the morally 
good, that is, identifying the kind is not sufficient to identify what is 
good. Hence this is  not a natural moral kind. I ts  explanatory useful- 
ness, however, means t h a t  we do not have to postulate any fur ther  
(moral) facts to provide moral explanations. Hence there is no reason 
to believe tha t  there are  any natural moral kinds. 

1. Introduction 

In The Nature of Morality, Gilbert Harman argued that moral 
facts, were they to exist, would be explanatorily irrelevant.' 
In any situation where someone makes a moral judgment, the 
explanation of why they made the judgment need not mention 
any moral facts. Consequently, the moral judgments people 
make would be the same whether or not there were any such 
facts. This, according to Harman, implies tha t  nonreductive 
forms of moral realism are false. 

Joseph Mi l lum is  a Fellow in the Department o f  Bioethics a t  the 
National Institutes of Health. His research interests include founda- 
tional issues i n  ethics, the origin and content of parental rights and 
responsibilities, and the ethics o f  international research. 
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Those moral realists who accept Harman’s characterization 
of their position, that  is, those who accept that evidence for or  
against moral facts could be given by their role in explana- 
tions, have developed a two-part response.2 First, they deny 
tha t  the bare fact t ha t  moral facts could be omitted from 
explanations is sufficient t o  justify disbelief in them on the 
grounds of parsimony. If this were the case, then most of the 
facts cited by nonphysics sciences should be similarly rejected. 
The invocation of parsimony could only be effective if it  were 
shown that  moral facts do no explanatory work, that  is, they 
are  not needed in the best explanations of any type of phe- 
nomenon. Second, they present examples of phenomena that  
they claim are best explained by citing moral facts. 

My aim is t o  show tha t  this response is not sufficient to 
defend moral realism against the charge of explanatory impo- 
tence. I argue that  even if we accept that  these realists have 
identified phenomena that  could be explained by moral facts, 
these phenomena are  better explained by facts tha t  are  not 
moral facts. I present par t  of an  evolutionary biological 
account of the origins of moral beliefs, sentiments, and rules. 
Using this  account i t  is possible t o  identify a plausible 
natural kind that could play the explanatory role that a moral 
kind would play in naturalist realist theories. I t  is therefore a 
candidate for being the moral kind. I argue, however, that  it 
will underdetermine the morally good, that  is, identifying the 
kind is not sufficient t o  identify what is good. Hence this is 
not a natural moral kind. Its explanatory usefulness, however, 
means that  we do not have to postulate any further (moral) 
facts to provide moral explanations. Hence there is no reason 
to  believe that there are any natural moral kinds. 

I focus on the naturalist realism of Richard Boyd, David 
0. Brink, and Peter Railton. Each holds that  moral facts are 
a distinct natural kind (though they differ somewhat on how 
t o  characterize this kind). I take them as  representative of 
this type of contemporary moral realism, which I call substan- 
tive naturalism; I therefore intend to raise a general problem 
with this po~ i t ion .~  

2. Locating Substantive Naturalism 

Moral realists hold, minimally, tha t  moral judgments are  
truth-valuable (i.e., they attempt t o  make statements about 
matters of moral fact) and that some moral judgments are true 
(i.e., there are moral facts to be talked a b ~ u t ) . ~  They thereby 
contrast with noncognitiuists, who deny that moral judgments 
are truth valuable, instead interpreting them as expressions of 
some type of affective attitude, and with error theorists, who 
accept cognitivism but deny tha t  moral judgments are  ever 
true, because they deny that there are any moral facts.5 
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Substantive naturalism should be distinguished from 
various other realist positions. As a natural is t  position i t  
contrasts with nonnaturalist  realism, according to which 
moral facts are  of an  ontologically different type from those 
mentioned by the sciences. These facts a re  sui generis;  as 
Russ Schafer-Landau puts i t ,  “they introduce an  element of 
normativity tha t  cannot be captured in  the records of the 
natural  sciences.”6 As a substant ive  position, substantive 
naturalism contrasts with definitional naturalism, which 
agrees tha t  moral facts are  natural  facts but holds tha t  an  
examination of the meaning of certain normative concepts 
could reveal which natural  facts constitute moral facts.7 
Finally, substantive naturalism is objectivist-it holds tha t  
the s ta tus  of moral facts is independent of anyone’s beliefs 
about those facts. Consequently it should be distinguished 
from subjectivism and response-dependent realism.s My 
arguments in this paper are not intended to bite against any 
of these alternative views. 

I tu rn  now t o  a more detailed exposition of substantive 
naturalism and, in particular, how the substantive naturalists 
think moral facts may figure in explanations. 

3. Moral Facts and Explanations 

Moral facts, if there are  such, supervene on other natural  
facts.s This means, minimally, t ha t  for any moral fact, M, 
there are nonmoral facts, N, such that any change in M entails 
a change in N.l0 Consequently, if moral facts a re  natural  
facts, then evidence for their existence must come from their 
explanatory independence from the supervenient base, that  is, 
our best explanations of some phenomena must make essen- 
tial reference to  moral facts. If moral facts are not needed in 
our best explanations, then we have no reason to think tha t  
there  a re  any such facts.” This condition applies to moral 
terms jus t  as i t  applies to other supervenient natural  kind 
terms, such as chemical elements, genes, beliefs, and so forth; 
if we can replace the terms with lower-level terms without 
loss of explanatory power, then we should disbelieve in their 
existence, on the grounds of parsimony.12 

The substantive naturalists I am considering claim tha t  
positing moral facts can help explain certain considered moral 
judgments and some social phenomena. In  neither case do 
they assume tha t  the moral facts a re  the sole cause of the 
judgments or social phenomena, since other psychological, 
sociological, economic, and historical causes may need to be 
cited in a full explanation; however, the moral facts play an  
ineliminable role. In the following two sections I show what 
part moral facts would play in such explanations. 
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3.1 Moral Judgments 

Moral judgments are natural candidates for phenomena that  
may be explained using moral facts. Indeed, if moral judg- 
ments could never be explained this way, but moral facts were 
natural  facts, then i t  seems tha t  we could not have moral 
knowledge. This follows from a minimal condition on a n  
account of knowledge: if I know that P, then my belief that  P 
must be nonaccidentally related to the fact tha t  P. For 
example, if I see a man hit t ing a child and form the belief 
"that's wrong," this will only count as knowledge if it  was the 
wrongness of the action that  led t o  my judgment, not, say, a 
mistaken belief t ha t  the man was tousling the child's hair. 
Similarly, there needs t o  be some causal link between moral 
judgments and moral facts in order to secure reference to 
moral facts (assuming a causal theory of referen~e) . '~  

More generally, in order for it t o  be plausible that we could 
acquire a correct moral theory through scientific inquiry, a 
significant subset of our initial moral beliefs must be at least 
approximately true.  Otherwise, reflection on those beliefs 
(using, say, the method of reflective equilibrium) might not 
lead t o  increased verisimilitude but might lead us  further 
away from the facts.14And if there is an  interplay between 
observation and theory tha t  facilitates improvements in our 
moral theory, then this reflects a relationship between our 
moral judgments and the facts. This would not imply that all 
or even most of our present moral judgments are true, but i t  
would mean that some of them can be (partially) explained by 
the moral facts.15 

3.2 Social Phenomena 

Social phenomena, such as social unrest in the face of institu- 
tionalized injustice, are also amenable to moral explanation.16 
If we consider, for example, the social unrest in South Africa 
under apartheid, i t  is natural to explain it with reference t o  
the injustice of the social institutions; that  is, when asked why 
there was so much social unrest, we point out that  the system 
was set up so that there were unjustified inequalities between 
different groups. Lower-level explanations in terms of 
economic and social conditions are possible, but they fail to 
explain relevant counterfactuals: the unrest  would exist 
under different economic and social conditions, provided that  
they were still unjust. Brink explains: 

it seems bet ter  to cite racial  oppression as a cause of political 
instability and social protest in South Africa than the particular 
social, economic, and political restrictions, precisely because there 
would still have been racial oppression and instability and protest 
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under somewhat different social, economic, and legal restrictions, 
and the  only thing this  large se t  of a l ternate  possible social, 
economic, and legal bases of oppression have in  common is that 
they realize racial oppression (it is very unlikely that there is a 
natural-nonmoral-social category that corresponds to this set).17 

In Section 5, I argue that there is indeed a natural nonmoral 
category that appropriately (for explanatory purposes) corre- 
sponds to this set and that can help explain moral judgments. 
This category can be identified using an evolutionary account 
of moral phenomena. 

4. A Biological Account of Morality 

The previous section showed how substantive natural is ts  
think moral facts should figure in  explanations. In  this  
section, I sketch a biological model of the origins and func- 
tion of morality, which suggests rival explanations of the  
same phenomena.ls The account is selective, so I can explain 
the details tha t  are relevant to my argument against moral 
realism in a suitably small space. Consequently, I omit some 
important aspects of how a system of cooperation, like 
morality, could arise among humans. As I argue in Section 
8, these omissions should not affect the conclusions I draw. 

I should emphasize at the outset that  the term “moral” is 
here being used in  a descriptive sense. Thus t o  explain the 
origins of morality is to explain the origins of human capacities 
for moral beliefs and sentiments, as well as the general form of 
those beliefs and sentiments; but the claims I make about 
morality are not normative claims. Similarly, I shall describe 
certain actions, or strategies for acting, as “rational”; but by 
this I mean here only that they will maximize an organism’s 
fitness. l9 

4.1 Modeling the Evolution of Cooperation 

The evolutionary biological account postulates that  morality 
arose in order t o  facilitate mutually advantageous coopera- 
tion between members of a community in  situations where 
each individual’s short-term interests would be better served 
by not cooperating. Internalized moral rules and sentiments 
play a role in interactions which have the form of i terated 
prisoner’s dilemmas. 
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Player A 

A two-person prisoner’s dilemma has the following generic 
payoff matrix.20 

Prisoner’s Dilemma: Generic Payoff Matrix 

Player B 

( A 3 1  Cooperates Defects 

Cooperates (rl, r2) (sl, P,) 

Defects (Pp 52)  (tl, t,) 

Player A 

Where pi> ri > ti > sifor all i; 
and ri > (pi + si)/2 for all i.21 

Example Payoff Matrix 1 

Player B 

(A,B) Cooperates Defects 

Cooperates (3, 3) (0, 5) 

Defects (5, 0) (1, 1) 

Each participant in a prisoner’s dilemma will maximize his or 
her payoff by defecting, whatever the other participant does. 
However, if both defect, then the payoff each receives is less 
than if they had both cooperated: rational action leads to a 
suboptimal outcome. In situations where the same individuals 
interact over and over again, this suboptimal outcome can be 
avoided by adopting some sort of cooperative strategy.22 The 
tit-for-tat strategy, for example, involves cooperating on the 
first interaction and thereafter doing whatever one’s partner 
did on the previous interaction. A strategy of this type allows 
two cooperative individuals to reap the benefits of cooperation 
but does not leave them open to excessive exploitation by 
individuals who defect. I assume these ideas are familiar.23 

It is relatively straightforward t o  show how reciprocal 
cooperation might evolve in  i terated two-person prisoner’s 
dilemmas. In populations where pairs of individuals interact 
frequently, tit-for-tat is an  evolutionarily stable strategy 
(ESS)24 and will be more successful than defecting strategies 
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when there are enough cooperating individuals in the popula- 
tion. There a re  various ways in  which enough cooperators 
could evolve t o  make tit-for-tat a viable strategy. One is via 
kin selection: because they share  genes i t  can be advan- 
tageous to cooperate with kin when it would not be t o  do so 
with n ~ n k i n . ~ ~  

Prisoner's dilemmas need not occur just  between pairs of 
individuals; they can occur in groups of any size. However, i t  
is less straightforward to explain the evolution of cooperation 
between individuals in  larger groups. To see why, suppose 
tha t  each individual is  asked to bear a certain cost, C, in  
cooperating (we assume the cost of defecting is O ) ,  and this 
then contributes a benefit, B, to  the total benefit to the group 
(where B > C). The total benefit, B,, is then shared equally 
among all N members of the group. For each individual i t  is 
clearly rational to defect, but if all defect this will result in a 
suboptimal payoff to each compared t o  universal cooperation, 
that  is, this is a prisoner's dilemma. However, as the number 
of cooperators increases, the gain to each from cooperating 
drops: for any individual the benefit they receive from 
cooperating, whatever others do, is B/N - C. This rapid drop 
in the benefits of cooperation means that even with modestly 
sized groups, cooperative strategies are unlikely to increase 
when rare  and are  very vulnerable to invasion by defecting 
strategies when common.26 

Robert Boyd and Peter Richerson propose the following 
solution to this p r ~ b l e m . ~ '  They argue tha t  conformism (the 
matching of individual behavior to the behavior of the majority) 
is independently advantageous. This is because many of the 
learned behaviors of the adult members of a population are  
likely to be adapted to local conditions.28 Conformism is a force 
tha t  slows or prevents the change in behavior of a subpopu- 
lation. If there  a re  subpopulations tha t  a re  cooperative 
(perhaps groups within the population tha t  have evolved in  
the ways described above), then conformism can make them 
resistant to being undermined by selfish strategies. This is 
because conformism will mask the effect of genotypes tha t  
cause behavior that  is not in conformity with the behavior of 
the majority. If the phenotypic expression, in this case of the 
defecting strategy, is prevented, then it cannot be selected for. 
This makes i t  easier for group selection to take place.29 The 
effects of group selection are generally reckoned to be slight: 
group selection is too slow to seriously counter the effects of 
gene selection at the level of the i n d i ~ i d u a l . ~ ~  In this  case, 
however, gene selection for defecting behavior does not occur. 
Hence, the competition between groups can be evolutionarily 
significant. I t  is clear, moreover, that  a group of cooperators is 
likely to do much better than a group of defectors, considering 
the extent to which humans are dependent on each other and 
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how well they are able to prosper from c ~ o p e r a t i o n . ~ ~  Thus we 
may expect cooperating groups t o  drive noncooperating 
groups to extinction, either literally or  by assimilating their 
members.32 

4.2 The Importance of Cooperation 

Opportunities for reciprocal cooperation are common in many 
areas of human social activity, in many different social sys- 
tems. Hunting and gathering may present such opportunities, 
as will food distribution systems. Farming requires coopera- 
tion, a t  least within families and potentially in larger groups, 
and common land may require cooperative management.33 
Personal property would not be possible if people could not 
rely on others not taking the property. Mutual defense (against 
predators and against rivals) may require extensive coopera- 
tion with opportunities for gain through defection. People’s 
day-to-day activities in any community require that  those we 
live with do not harm us each time they have the oppor- 
t ~ n i t y . ~ ~  And trade, insofar as i t  relies on each giving what 
they say they will give, would not be possible if everyone 
looked only t o  their immediate gains. This list could be sub- 
stantially extended. I t  should suffice to indicate the impor- 
tance of cooperation for humans and the frequent overlap 
between situations where reciprocal cooperation is possible 
and situations that are governed by moral rules. 

The considerations given so  far allow us to see when and 
how reciprocal cooperative behavior can be fitness enhancing. 
Further, in situations where humans tend t o  engage in such 
cooperative behaviors, moral considerations are  frequently 
believed to apply. This, in turn,  allows us t o  assign an evolu- 
tionary function to the evolved mechanisms in humans that  
facilitate the internalization of moral rules and generate moral 
sentiments. These mechanisms, which I term the human moral 
apparatus,  have the function of encouraging cooperation and 
so  help to maximize the total benefits to interacting indi- 
v i d u a l ~ . ~ ~  They thus act as a referee for interactions where 
the long-term interests of the members of a community differ 
from their short-term interests. Moral sentiments motivate 
cooperation in a n  individual and their  expected presence 
reassures others t ha t  the individual will cooperate. Where 
cooperative expectations are not met, censorious sentiments 
may arise that help prevent the breakdown of future coopera- 
tion; these may be self-directed (like guilt or shame) or other- 
directed (like moral outrage).36 Thus moral rules and sentiments 
are  mechanisms for using complex cooperative strategies in 
iterated prisoner’s dilemma  situation^.^^ 
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Player A 

4.3 Mutually Advantageous Combinations 

There is  an  aspect of the prisoner’s dilemma payoff matrix 
whose significance is often o v e r l ~ o k e d : ~ ~  the variation that  is 
possible in  the payoffs to each interactant.  For each indi- 
vidual the factors relevant to  the rational action to perform 
are  the relationships between the  possible payoffs to that  
individual-the payoffs to other individuals are irrelevant. As 
long as the payoff to A from defecting is greater than  the 
payoff from cooperating (no matter what B does), it will be 
rational t o  defect in  a one-shot prisoner’s dilemma; and as 
long as the payoff to  A from mutual cooperation is better than 
the average payoff of alternately successfully defecting and 
unsuccessfully cooperating, it will be rational to engage in 
cooperative strategies in iterated prisoner’s dilemmas. This 
means that  the payoffs to the different individuals who find 
themselves in a prisoner’s dilemma can be very different from 
one another. For example: 

Player B 

(A,B) Cooperates Defects 

Cooperates (3, 15) (0, 20) 

Defects (5, 5) (1, 10) 

Here, despite the fact tha t  B receives a much larger payoff 
than  A for cooperating, it is still  rational for A to follow a 
cooperative strategy, if the alternative is a destructive series of 
mutual defections. The same considerations apply mutatis 
mutandis to si tuations with more than  two interactants.  
Hence in situations where cooperative behavior is an  option, 
the payoffs can be distributed in various ways while preserving 
the payoff relationships that lead to  cooperation. For example, 
where resources, such as food, are acquired through coopera- 
tive endeavor, the distribution of the resources need not be 
egalitarian. Resources may be distributed on the basis of need, 
on the basis of effort expended, on the basis of the status of 
the cooperators, and so forth; these substantial inequalities in 
distribution will not preclude cooperation to secure the 
resources. 

Moral rules and sentiments, I suggested, have the function 
of leading to cooperative behavior in  i terated prisoner’s 
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dilemma  situation^.^^ We can view a moral rule as a prescrip- 
tion for cooperative behavior in situations falling under cer- 
tain descriptive criteria. For example, the rule may prescribe 
the sharing of food in situations where one individual has more 
than he or she (loosely speaking) needs while others lack food. 
The considerations of the previous paragraph suggest, however, 
that  a moral rule needs t o  be more precise than this. Where 
there are various possible distributions of resources, the rule 
should give guidance about that distribution, that is, moral rules 
will prescribe cooperation, give a description of the situations in 
which cooperation is prescribed, and prescribe the appropriate 
payoffs to the individuals involved. The fact that  a particular 
type of situation is one in which mutually beneficial cooperation 
is possible does not decide which of many possible moral rules 
should govern the situation.40 

Some terminology will be useful here. I call a situation (or 
situation-type) in which mutually advantageous cooperation is 
possible a cooperative ~ i t u a t i o n . ~ ~  Each of the possible alloca- 
tions of payoffs tha t  makes it rational for the individuals t o  
engage in cooperative strategies (in the sense of rational used 
above) is a mutual ly  advantageous combination, or MAC. 
MACs prescribed by the moral rules of a society are  moral 
M A C S , ~ ~  and the instantiations of these MACs are maintained 
t o  some extent by the internalizing of the  moral rules by 
members of a community.43 

What decides which of these possible rules a community 
will come to endorse? It  is probable that various factors make 
a difference. First, a community is likely to already have a 
moral system. Consequently, how well a rule proposed for a 
novel situation coheres with already existing rules may be a 
factor: a plausible analogy with a moral principle others have 
already internalized, for example, may make a compelling 
case for a rule. Second, likewise, it will make a difference how 
well a rule coheres with moral sentiments, such as sym- 
 path^.^^ Third, the plausibility of a rule may be affected by 
the grounding it is supposed t o  have: its purported endorse- 
ment by tradition or religious institutions, for  example.45 
Finally, power will be important: all else being equal, we 
should expect the MAC instantiated to reflect the abilities of 
the interactants to inflict cos ts  and confer benefits on one 
another. Thus, t o  some extent moral rules should reflect the 
power relationships between potentially cooperating individuals 
in a ~ o m m u n i t y . ~ ~  In sum, various sociological (including 
economic), historical, and psychological factors will affect the 
moral rules a community comes t o  follow. This will prove 
relevant for the comparison between my explanations and 
those proposed by the substantive naturalists. 
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4.4 Nonparadigmatic Rules and the 
Function of Morality 

I t  is perfectly possible to  accept the considerations I have 
suggested about the advantages of cooperation and yet doubt 
that  the moral apparatus is an adaptation with the function 
of facilitating cooperation in prisoner’s dilemma situations. 
First, it might be doubted that  the moral apparatus as  
described is an adaptation a t  all. Perhaps it is a spandrel-a 
by-product of selection for something Further, even if it 
is an adaptation, moral considerations are often believed to  
apply to  situations that  do not have the form of prisoner’s 
dilemmas. For example, self-regarding duties (e.g., develop 
one’s talents) appear only to  benefit the agent, and self-sacri- 
ficing duties (e.g., give alms to  the poor) appear only to  bene- 
fit others. Why should we think that i t  is the function of the 
moral apparatus to  govern cooperative situations rather than 
these?48 

A complete defense of the claim that the moral apparatus 
is an adaptation would require another paper. However, its 
plausibility can be readily established. I t  is shown by the 
psychological and anthropological evidence that morality is a 
human universal,49 that  i t  has a physiological basis,50 and 
that it follows a common developmental trajectory in children 
~ o r l d w i d e . ~ ~  Further, the biological account of morality sug- 
gests a function for the moral apparatus that explains why 
we can expect selection for such a thing. 

We can ascertain the likely function of the moral appa- 
ratus through a process of elimination. First, since i t  is an 
adaptation, i t  cannot have as its function something that is 
normally deleterious t o  the fitness of the organism that pos- 
sesses it. Thus i t  did not evolve to  make people follow rules 
that  are genetically self-sacrificing (although, of course, it 
might be adaptive to  sincerely encourage others to  such self- 
sacrifice). Second, in general we should not expect complex 
adaptations where simpler adaptations could perform the 
same function. Persuading people to  behave in ways that are 
obviously in their self-interest does not generally require the 
complex machinery of morality: there are easier ways to  
spread and internalize rules of prudence. Finally, it is clear 
that  the moral apparatus does have features that  fit i t  for 
enabling mutually advantageous cooperation, that  there are 
genetic benefits to  be gained from such cooperation, and that 
there do not appear to  be other biological mechanisms that  
are able to  generate these benefits. Thus of the roles that  
morality appears to play, the only one for which it could be an 
adaptation, and would be needed as an adaptation, is the one 
proposed by the biological account. 
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These considerations imply that the internalizing of moral 
rules tha t  prescribe MACs is likely to be the function of the 
moral apparatus.  Thus we can expect humans t o  prefer- 
entially internalize these types of rule, rather than the alterna- 
tives I just  considered. Naturally, this does not prevent the 
appropriation of the moral apparatus for the proselytizing of 
rules that  are not MAC-prescribing, nor does it downplay the 
importance of the influencing factors mentioned in the last  
section; but i t  does indicate how we should expect humans to 
behave in the absence of such distorting fact01-s.~~ 

This biological account of morality has  been brief. More- 
over, aspects of the account are liable to be ~ h a l l e n g e d . ~ ~  This 
does not matter: the purpose of this paper is not to defend a 
particular evolutionary account of the origins of morality, but 
to demonstrate a meta-ethically significant consequence of 
such accounts. As long as the correct account still  involves 
adaptations whose function is to  detect and take advantage of 
opportunities for mutually advantageous cooperation, the 
account here will be accurate enough to  support my argument 
against substantive naturalist realism. In  Section 8, I s ta te  
more precisely the features tha t  must be accurate for my 
argument to be sound. To see why, we must t u rn  to tha t  
argument. 

5. Explanation on the Biological Account 

We can now see how the biological account can help to explain 
the phenomena that the substantive naturalist realists claim 
moral facts are  needed t o  explain, such as moral judgments 
and social unrest .  In each case, I argue, facts about MACs 
provide explanations analogous to those provided by positing 
moral facts. 

5.1 Moral Judgments 

In  the normal case, t ha t  is, the  case where morality (still  
descriptively speaking) is  functioning as i t  was selected to 
function, a necessary condition for an  accurate judgment that 
some action is morally good is that the action would promote 
cooperation for mutual benefit against the short-term interests 
of the interactants, tha t  is, the  action would lead to conse- 
quences fitting the payoff structure of a MAC. Further, since 
the capacity for moral beliefs and sentiments is  an  adapta- 
tion, we should expect humans to have an ability to  recognize 
such situations. Such recognition will not, of course, be suffi- 
cient for moral judgment: the judge must also have a clear 
grasp of the facts of the situation, have internalized relevant 
moral rules, and possess (potentially motivating) moral senti- 
ments. Nevertheless, a key factor tha t  separates situations 
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where moral judgments are appropriate from those where they 
are not is whether the situation makes a MAC possible, and 
this factor helps to explain the moral judgment, as it does the 
presence of the moral rule in the community. 

As I noted in Section 3, the naturalist realists accept that  
there are social and psychological conditions that  are neces- 
sary for considered moral judgments to be made (and tha t  
will cause the judgments to be inaccurate where these condi- 
tions deviate from the ideal). They also think that  there is a 
further, deeper explanatory factor corresponding t o  a moral 
fact of the matter, which may be whether the proposed action 
in this situation is just (Brink), in society’s objective interests 
(Railton), or promoting human goods (Boyd). I assume the 
parallel with the biological account is apparent. 

5.2 Social Phenomena 

The biological explanation of social unrest makes use of the 
same facts about MACs. Consider a situation where coopera- 
tion for mutual benefit would be possible. Suppose tha t  the 
rules of the society stipulate cooperation in this situation but 
that  the payoffs that  are stipulated are powerfully weighted 
in  favor of one group rather  than another so tha t  the rules 
fail to instantiate a MAC. I t  becomes in the interests of one 
group to cooperate, but not in the interests of the other, that  
is, the benefit is not mutual. In such a situation, insofar as 
the members of the discriminated against group are  aware 
that  they are not benefiting, we can expect resistance t o  the 
imposition of the rule, and we can expect that  the group that  
benefits will need to  use sanctions to impose the rule. Even in 
those cases where there is no conscious awareness that a rule 
is not mutually advantageous, its deviation from a MAC can 
have effects: insofar as human beings a re  well adapted to 
their  environment we should expect them to detect and 
respond negatively to situations that are not in their interests, 
and this need not be conscious.54 Thus social unrest is to be 
expected where the rules of a society fail t o  be in the interests 
of all its members; the greater the discrepancy and the more 
who fail to benefit, the greater the social unrest expected. 

Note, too, that  this account allows an  explanation of why 
the fact tha t  something is, for example, unjust will explain 
social unrest while the particular economic and social form of 
the injustice varies.55 The unrest is explained by the fact that  
the social institutions a re  not in  the interests of all the  
members of the society, even though there a re  a variety of 
ways in which social institutions might fail to be in everyone’s 
interests. 

Of course, this is not the only way in which the moral rules 
in a society can affect its members. When social institutions 
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violate moral rules tha t  have already been determined (i.e., 
members of the community have already internalized these 
rules), social unrest is liable t o  result as  well. Inegalitarian 
institutions of property, for  example, may generate unrest  
because they seem to violate established moral rules about 
fairness. In such cases, however, the most obvious explanations 
would seem to  make reference to  the beliefs of the members of 
the society, not directly to moral MACs (or, indeed, moral 
facts). 

The biological account seems t o  do the explanatory work 
tha t  the naturalist  realists want moral facts to do. If an  
account like this is correct, then there is no need to postulate 
any further moral facts to  explain considered moral judgments 
and the relevant social phenomena. This implies tha t  either 
moral facts simply are  facts about MACs o r  moral facts are  
unnecessary for  these explanations. I now argue tha t  the 
MACs underdetermine whether something is morally good, 
and so they cannot be moral facts. 

6. Biological Facts as Moral Facts 

The facts tha t  the biological account uses have a number of 
similarities t o  those suggested by naturalist realists. In par- 
ticular, they are essentially related to the interests of human 
beings. On the biological account those interests are (at least 
initially) genetic interests; but genetic interests are the distal 
cause of many of the interests that  we normally take humans 
to have: interests in food, shelter, sex, the good of their  
families, security, reliable friends, freedom t o  act, and so 
forth. These interests correspond t o  many of the goods tha t  
substantive naturalists mention as possibly constitutive of 
moral goods.56 In both cases the “moral” facts a re  held t o  
result from human interests and the relations of individuals 
t o  them; “good” individuals will promote the pursuit  of 
interests by other members of the community, both directly 
(e.g., through public works) and through noninterference (e.g., 
not stealing). I take the similarity between the proposed facts 
posited in the realists’ explanations and in my explanations 
as evidence tha t  the facts about MACs tha t  I have consi- 
dered are the right sort of facts t o  be identical with the facts 
that  substantive naturalists claim are moral facts. Thus I am 
proposing an alternative to the realist explanations, not merely 
replacing their  explanations with explanations in  terms of 
lower-level (subvenient) entities, as Harman appeared to  do. 

Unfortunately, though they do the explanatory work tha t  
moral facts were supposed to do, the biological facts are not 
moral facts. If we know that  a particular situation is one in 
which mutually advantageous cooperation is possible, then we 
know tha t  a moral rule may appropriately prescribe tha t  
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people should cooperate (and avoid defecting) in this situation, 
t ha t  is, we know tha t  a moral MAC will be appropriate. 
There are, as argued above, a number of possible MACs that  
could be instantiated.  Any of these might be judged t o  be 
moral in a society, and the fact tha t  mutually advantageous 
cooperation is possible does not tell us which MAC t o  instan- 
t iate,  t ha t  is, which MAC is right (or good). For example, 
there are  various ways in  which material resources can be 
distributed in a society whereby the distribution is in each 
person’s interests. These range from egalitarian systems 
(such as those of hunter-gatherer societies) through t o  very 
stratified and inegalitarian systems (such as feudal societies). 
Each of these may instantiate moral MACs, and this fact will 
be (partly) explanatory of why the system is stable and 
believed t o  be just .  The distributions, however, clearly rest 
upon different principles. Thus the relevant explanatory 
property is a property of the “moral” principles of a society, 
but  i t  is  not determinate of those principles. I t  therefore 
appears tha t  these biological facts a re  not identical with 
moral facts. 

7. Two Quick Responses 

If a substantive naturalist  accepted the accuracy of the 
biological account I have sketched, then there are two (related) 
ways in which she might reply to my objection. Both involve 
biting the bullet by identifying moral facts with facts about 
MACs. First ,  she might suggest t ha t  the indeterminacy in  
question is just a consequence of some vagueness in the moral 
facts.57 With goodness, as with species membership, or a 
property like “health,” there are likely to be borderline cases, 
where not only is i t  unclear whether something has  the 
property, but it is plausible that there is no fact of the matter 
about whether it has  the property. Thus the moral realist 
could suggest that  the underdetermination of moral principles 
by the available facts simply shows that,  for example, there 
is  no clear answer t o  the question of where duty ends and 
beneficence begins. A second response would be t o  treat  the 
facts about MACs as moral facts and the particular rules 
instantiated in a society as an  expression or interpretation of 
those facts. Jus t  as we can view the different funeral prac- 
tices of the Greeks and the Callatians as different ways of 
showing respect for the dead,58 so  particular cooperative prac- 
tices could just be local ways of realizing the same values.59 

I suggest tha t  neither of these responses takes sufficient 
account of the extent to which MACs underdetermine moral 
rules. The fact t ha t  a moral rule would instantiate a MAC 
allows for rules tha t  prescribe gross inequality or wide- 
ranging equality, retribution or forgiveness, liberal or puri- 
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tanical sexual practices, and so  forth.60 Moral conflicts and 
questions generally concern where between these extremes 
the correct answer lies, not whether the answer is between 
them. If moral facts do not give guidance about such issues 
then there will be few cases in which the moral facts are able 
to  ground particular moral claims. This would make the search 
for moral truth seem pointless. 

8. Requirements on 
Substantive Naturalist Theories 

My argument against substantive naturalist realism reveals 
a general requirement that  such theories must meet. I t  is not 
enough that these realists show that some additional explana- 
tory factor must be cited in the best possible explanations of 
some phenomena. In addition, they must show that they have 
identified an  explanatory factor tha t  is of a type such tha t  
answers to  questions about that factor are of a degree of speci- 
ficity tha t  allows them to count as answers t o  moral ques- 
tions. If they are not of the right degree of specificity, this is 
evidence that they are not moral facts. Thus, putative natural 
moral facts must satisfy two criteria: they must be necessary 
for the best possible explanations of some phenomenon, and 
they must provide answers to  moral questions. I have argued 
that substantive naturalism cannot satisfy both criteria. 

These considerations also indicate which aspects of the 
biological model must be accurate in order for an argument of 
the type I have developed to  be successful, that  is, what must 
be true for the biological facts to  underdetermine moral judg- 
ments, and so for i t  to be clear tha t  the biological facts a re  
not identical with moral facts. First, there must be variation 
in the MACs tha t  could govern different situation-types, that 
is, different mutually advantageous distributions of the spoils 
of cooperation must be possible in  at least some situations. 
Second, humans must have some ability t o  weigh the actual 
and possible payoffs of cooperation. This ability must be 
joined with a tendency t o  prefer MACs over non-MACs when 
making moral judgments and a tendency to prefer certain 
distributions, typically those that  favor the self, relatives, or  
in-group members.61 The former of these two tendencies 
permits MACs the role in explaining moral judgments and 
social phenomena tha t  I argued for in  Section 5; the  la t ter  
explains why different MAC-instantiating rules may be 
adopted by different groups to cover otherwise similar 
cooperative situations. Consequently, a criticism of my argu- 
ment on the grounds of some empirical inadequacy in  the 
biological account would have to show not only tha t  some 
detail of my particular account is inaccurate, but t ha t  the 
correct account does not meet the conditions just listed. These 
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conditions are very weak: if the human moral apparatus is the 
product of evolution, then it is likely that they will be met.62 

9. Conclusion: 
The Explanatory Irrelevance 

of Moral Facts 

I have argued that the substantive naturalists could be correct 
tha t  there  is  a particular type of fact tha t  is needed to do 
explanatory work where moral considerations are  particu- 
larly important. However, this fact does not determine what 
is good o r  bad. Hence, i t  is not a species of moral fact. This 
argument undermines substantive naturalism, since it shows 
tha t  i t  is not necessary t o  make reference to moral facts in 
order to give explanations of moral (or, indeed, nonmoral) 
phenomena. Such facts are not needed for our best explana- 
tions of phenomena and so are not facts that  we have reason 
to  think exist. 

This conclusion is, of course, conditional on the truth of the 
biological account; but I have argued tha t  i t  relies only on 
certain structural aspects of this account. If i t  can be shown 
that  there exists an explanatory factor that  does the work of 
the substantive realists’ moral facts, and that  it is not deter- 
minative of moral judgments, then this form of moral realism 
will be ~ n d e r m i n e d . ~ ~  
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character traits, etc., are morally good to the extent to which 
they tend to foster the realization of these goods or to develop 
and sustain the homeostatic mechanisms upon which their  
unity depends. (Boyd, “How to be a Moral Realist,” 122) 

5 7  Boyd, for example, suggests t h a t  we should expect occasional 
failures of bivalence (Boyd, “HOW to be a Moral Realist,” 1291, and 
Brink argues t h a t ,  “even a moral real is t  can maintain t h a t  some 
genuine moral disputes have no uniquely correct answers. Moral ties 
are possible, and considerations, each of which is objectively valuable, 
may be incommensurable” (Brink, Moral Realism, 202). Nonetheless, 
he concedes that  a realist should maintain that  most moral questions 
have a single answer. 

58 Cf. Herodotus, The Histories, trans. A. de Selincourt (Baltimore, 
MD: Penguin Books, 1966), 190-91. 

59 Cf. John Kekes’s pluralism. Kekes distinguishes “primary 
values,” which a re  common to all  humans, and “secondary values,” 
which are interpretations of primary values in a context, or new values 
that can be realized only within a particular cultural context (J. Kekes, 
The Morality of Pluralism [Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
19931, 4 1 4 4 ) .  

6o Cf. note 40. 
61 I t  is highly probable tha t  there are  some biological constraints 

on the  MACs t h a t  a re  chosen. For example, Alan Fiske argues t h a t  
combinations of just  four relational models are  sufficient to explain 
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t h e  s t ruc ture  of t h e  rules  humans  use to  govern the i r  social 
relationships (A. P. Fiske, “The Four Elementary Forms of Sociality: 
Framework for a Unified Theory of Social Relations,” Psychological 
Review 99 (1992): 689-723). Nonetheless, there a re  good reasons to 
think tha t  humans are still appropriately flexible in the moral rules 
they a re  able to internalize (see, for example, J. Henrich e t  al., “In 
Search of Homo Economicus: Behavioral Experiments in  15 Small- 
Scale Societies,” AEA Papers and Proceedings [May 20011: 73-78, who 
provide a cross-cultural survey of the Ultimatum game, which shows 
some preference for fa i r  dis t r ibut ions as well a s  var ia t ion t h a t  
correlates with culture-relative notions of fairness). 

6 2  The various evolutionary explanations of moral phenomena that  
have been suggested in  the  las t  couple of decades all  agree on the  
explanandum-widespread mutually advantageous cooperation. They 
disagree on t h e  roles played i n  t h e  explanation by kin selection, 
direct  and  indirect  reciprocal a l t ruism,  and  cul tural  factors. For 
example, in Richerson and Boyd’s most recent work dealing with the 
relationship between cultural and genetic evolution, they write: “We 
th ink  t h a t  human social inst incts  very similarly [to language 
instincts] constrain and bias the kind of societies tha t  we construct, 
with important details left to be filled in by the local cultural input.” 
P. Richerson and R. Boyd, Not By Genes Alone: How Culture Trans- 
formed Human Evolution (Chicago and London: University of Chicago 
Press, 2005), 216. 

63 The opinions expressed in  this paper a re  my own. They do not 
reflect any position or policy of the National Institutes of Health, U. 
S. Public Heal th  Service, or Department  of Heal th  and  Human 
Services. I would l ike to t h a n k  Danielle Bromwich, Philip Clark,  
Michael Garnett ,  Tom Hurka,  Wayne Sumner, Paul Thompson, and 
audience members at a Central  Division meeting of t h e  American 
Philosophical Association for helpful comments on earlier drafts of 
this paper. 
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